
Agile Team developing 
Mobile Apps for Business

Check out our offer on the last slides



MOBILE 
    COMMERCE

Development should be aligned with 
business goals, as maximizing revenue. 
For that we propose development 
decisions based on data / analytics, and 
make focus on excellent executions of 
parts that matter.



MVP FOR
       STARTUPS

Due to our Lean processes we’re 
able to kickstart the first version in a 
month. After that continuously 
update and extend with new 
features.



MARKETING
  TOOLS

Customer relationships are going 
mobile. So no matter if it’s a loyalty 
program app or a catalogue / product 
calculator – we have huge experience 
in it and can help you out.



SERVICES

UX/UI Design from 
Wireframes to 
Animation

Native iOS & Android
Development

Backends Apps  
for Data Handling

Quality Assurance 
and Deployment



TIME & BUDGET

Each sprint we provide 
tested and shipable version 
of product with new features

2 WEEKS
SPRINTS

4-5 PEOPLE
PER TEAM

FIXED
PRICE PER 
SPRINT

Typical team is Developer, 
Lead Developer/CTO, UXUI 
Designer, QA Engineer and 
Project Manager

3000 – 5000 EUR 
depending on the team size 
and other options



OUR CLIENTS
SAY

A reliable partner, who developed on time. 
Working with seductive mobile was very 
satisfactory with their professional advice, 
excellent management and reporting.

I like working with the people from 
Seductive because they are flexible and 
inventive. We communicate and discuss 
things easy and fast. We developed some 
additional software to our standard 
software solution together.

Felix Staeritz
dailypresent

Marco Drost
Smart Documents



OUR BENEFITS

For 4 years of work we’ve done 
more than 100+ projects. While we 
have core expertise in mobile we 
also have worked with web, 
marketing, 3D, computer vision 
and lots more.

SOLID
EXPERIENCE While others are focused on 

adding as much features as 
possible, we know that less is 
more and focus around perfecting 
current use cases.

ADDING VALUE, 
NOT CODE

EASY
TO START

You’ll quickly see that we wont 
ask for anything before providing 
value. Use our expertise, get free 
wireframes, all before any 
obligations.



SPECIAL OFFER
GET FREE WIREFRAMES

For the clear estimation and planning you 
will need good specifications. But do you 

really want to write book-sized descriptions?

Contact us , we’ll get yout briefing in call 
and will provide you visual interactive 

wireframes of your app for free.



CONTACT US

Max Semenchuk (in, fb), CEO
ms@seductive-mobile.com
skype: max.semenchuk 
+49 152 565 92705 (DE)
+380 96 890 6666 (UA, WhatsApp)

Dima Lylyk (in, fb), Business Development
d.lylyk@seductive.com.ua
+38 (093) 152 71 35 (UA)

We are happy to take your briefing via phone or e-mail and will 
provide you visual interactive wireframes

seductive-mobile.com


